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DEKA-ColourStyle / ColourStyle Shine / ColourStyle Neon 

The colour spray for fabrics 
 
Let your imagination run free with DEKA-ColourStyle. Put your own creative ideas to work. Colourful trendy T-shirts, shiny 
multicoloured sweatshirts, unique fabric bags, blankets, decorative articles, table lines and any plain looking item can be brightly 
dressed up with DEKA-ColourStyle! 
 

Features: 
Pleasantly soft to the touch - vibrant, intense colours - lightfast - washfast up to 40°C - and waterbased, of course! 

 
Directions: 
Shake DEKA-ColourStyle well before using. Shake DEKA-ColourStyle Shine and Neon as long as you can hear the mixing ball. 
Use natural fibers. (Blended fabric possible up to 20% synthetic content) Use only fabrics free of sizing (fabric softener is also a 
form of sizing!). In order to completely remove sizing, DEKA-TextilFit is recommended. Use a piece of cardboard as backing 
under the fabric (between front and back of a T-shirt), since the paint application can bleed through. Cover the surroundings on 
a large area. Please try the first spraying on a separate cloth until the sprayer is filled on top with the colour and ready to use. 
Avoid a multilayered paint application, because this can reduce the wash fastness. It is advisable to test and wash the paint on a 
sample, since all fabrics have individual characteristics. Templates, spray heads and other tools should be cleaned with cold 
water immediately after use. After the painted fabric has dried, iron on the opposite side for approximately 3 minutes with a hot 
iron (use the proper setting for the particular fabric). This process sets the paint and the painted fabric will feel flexible and 
soft to the touch. To enjoy your creative work for a long time, we recommend washing at  40°C on delicate cycle 
(please wash fabric inside out). Of course, dry cleaning is also possible. 

Accidental spots of DEKA-ColourStyle - even if not heatset - cannot be removed. 

 

Mixed Media: 
Colouring - Painting - Spraying – and Accents with DEKA-ArtLiner 
 
Wonderful fabric projects can be created by choosing from the numerous types of paints in the DEKA fabric painting 
program.  
Dye with DEKA-washing machine colour, DEKA textile colour aktuell or DEKA-batik colour series “L”. Then give your project a 
personal touch with DEKA-ColourStyle (colour spray for fabrics), DEKA-Permanent (fabric paint) and DEKA-ArtLiner(Star) ! 
  

The ultra opaque DEKA-PermDeck is ideal for dark-coloured fabrics ... It's super on jeans. DEKA-PermMetallic gives 

light and dark-coloured fabrics a glossy metallic effect. DEKA-PermGlitter livens up t-shirts, jeans or fabric bags with a 

sparkly glitter effect. White clothing painted with DEKA-PermNeon shines in loud neon colours. DEKA-PermDisco glows 

in the dark. 

DEKA-ArtLiner, our universal relief color, turns the project into your own personal production. 

 

DEKA paints and dyes have represented excellent quality in the hobby and craft field for more than 95 years. The reason this 
level of excellence has been maintained for so long can be attributed directly to intensive laboratory research. Thanks to our 
international experience and expertise, DEKA paints are always produced utilizing the newest standards in chemical technology. 
The careful choice of raw materials has allowed us to combine top quality with progressive environmental consciousness. More 
than 60 years ago, DEKA was considered a forerunner by creating waterbased paints for textiles. 
 
DEKA - The specialist in textile and hobby paints! 
 
Packaging: 50 ml 
 
DEKA-ColourStyle                                                                   DEKA-ColourStyle Shine           DEKA-ColourStyle Neon 

71405 yellow 71458 turquoise 72405 yellow 73405 yellow 

71410 orange 71463 light green 72429 pink 73429 pink 

71417 signal 71464 green 72449 blue 73464 green 

71420 carmine 71477 sand 72464 green  

71429 pink 71485 dark brown 72492 white  

71441 purple 71488 grey 72494 gold  

71447 azure 71490 black 72496 silver  

71451 navy    

 
This leaflet was made with care and to the best of our knowledge. Considering the multitude of materials and application 
techniques we cannot give advice for each special case. Therefore we recommend making application tests on less noticeable 
spots or on rest materials.  
 
We guarantee the consistent top quality of our paints. However, we cannot guarantee the results obtained by their use, due to 
differences in individual application and workmanship. 
 
Not a toy. 
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